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About This Game

A.I.M. 2 is the sequel to the epic science fiction first-person action RPG developed by SkyRiver Studios. Its compelling story
and unique look lift off exactly where the original ended.

New clans led by Mechminds of the Fifth Generation are powerful and well-organized formations with far-reaching plans.
Powerful groups have different interests that often crossed, war broke out again. However this time it is the struggle not for
mere control, this is struggle for survival. The clans want to eliminate the weaker ones standing in their way and will stop at

nothing to dominate their enemies. To achieve their goals they use not only military means, but economic ones as well. As of
now none of the clans has managed to achieve complete victory.

You are a part of the oldest clan called the Reckoners, a dedicated group looking for the firstborn Mechmind of the Fifth
Generation. This could be a chance to restore former might for your clan which has lost its power and even be victorious in the

war.

This version of the game has been updated specially for Steam to make it compatible with modern PCs.

Original sci-fi storyline plunging you into the world of intelligent robots

Opportunity to create a personalized clan consisting of independently operating machines
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Tactical operations as well as clan strategic management

36 different gliders are available to fly

Huge game world with diverse locations, including subterranean caverns

Different options to interact with other Mechminds

Advanced trading system

Updated for compatibility with modern PCs
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Title: A.I.M.2 Clan Wars
Genre: Action, RPG, Simulation
Developer:
SkyRiver Studios
Publisher:
1C Entertainment
Release Date: 18 Aug, 2007

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: 1,5 GHz

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce3 or ATI Radeon 7500

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English,Russian
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Sadly it was crashing after the choice and i did follow by deleting the music folder and still nothing. windows 7. it looked like an
interesting game but i simply can't recommend it if it constantly has issues.. Unplayable, mouse sensitivity in game set to lowest
setting and still needs to go much lower. I could barely control my vehicle.

I turned music off and it stayed on.

Game deleted.. Great game!
I love both A.I.M. and A.I.M. 2, and i played both of them since i was little for like 3 times. I searched for all the secrets and
information and i could say that i'm satisfied. Even if the games are a little buggy they are still great games. I wish there was
A.I.M. 3, a continuation about the war with Sinigers, but...not everything is nice and pink.. Might have been a decent game if
not for being a nauseating hover bot thing.. Bad game. Not worth any money.. If you survive the game crashing when you try to
set options, and when you try to start the tutorial, you have to deal with a narrow FOV, bad mouse acceleration and a camera
that leans in the direction you're turning. Playing this game will lead to nothing but frustration and motion sickness.. Imagine a
world inhabited by claptraps which are piloting hoverplanes.
Add to this elite/privateer style trading and combat where you can buy better hoverplanes and equipment.
Add to this clanbased turfwars and a Zenoclash-like existential quest.
This pretty much sums up what A.I.M.2 is about.

5 out of 5. An old game with dated graphics(as if that's an important thing), some annoying bugs, controls and mechanics
difficult to learn at first, maybe some configuration files to modify to avoid crashes, and some other annoying or disappointing
things.

Then why my review is positive? It's simple, the awesomeness of this game smash everyone of its defects and make the game
still worth buying(it even goes on sale quite often). I personally love this game even despite all of its defects, i'll never regret
buying it and the previous chapter(A.I.M. Artificial Intellginet Machine) who is sadly not avaiable on Steam.. Best gamecrashing
simulator.
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Another good idea, with almost nil reached potential. It has several game-breaking bugs that prevent continuation, and the
general user interface and pace are so slow that you'll find yourself checking your watch to see how much longer you need to
play, rather than how much longer you are able to play.. Another in a ever growing list of Steam games I bought on sale that
simply don't work for me.. Played this long time ago. Absolute gem! Everyone should try it who is into robots and stuff.... I'd
like to recommend this, and I feel like I gave this a pretty good shot, but it's really too quirky to play. I don't like the mouse
movents or how I can't understand who my enemies are, and sometimes my own base shoots me for no reason. The entire game
seems unpolished.. Game with open world and Mount and Blade like gameplay.
Main quest orders you to creat a clan and this act makes ALL NPC be hostile to you.
Mount and Blade like game where ALL npc are hostiles.....

FU%$$\\\&(*)()&(&!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Игра с открытым миром и геймплеем как в Маунт энд Блэйд.
Первое сюжетное задание-создать свой клан, после чего ВСЕ нпс в игре становятся врагами.
Представьте Маунт энд Блэйд, где все нпс враждебны, и атакуют сразу, как увидят.

ЕБА?%?%?;?(;((№№))"%!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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